RETAILS & MALLS

Shopping malls and retail outlets become an easy target for pests due to multiple entry
points, high footfalls and round the clock stock deliveries, even with the absence of food
and grocery. Giving consumers an unhygienic shopping experience while harming your
business reputation.

OUR CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR INDUSTRY

KNOW YOUR INDUSTRY PEST

Mosquito

Cockroaches

Bird

Ant

Flies

Rodent

High Infestation

Medium to Low Infestation

KNOW YOUR
INDUSTRY PEST

Cockroach
Management
Services

Even the newest and most expensive retail and shopping malls that don’t
handle food and grocery can get infested with vermin very quickly.
Resulting in an ideal environment for customers experiencing
cockroaches crawling over shopping carts, food trays etc.

Fly
Management
Services

Presence of flies in shops creates an image of spaces being unhygienic
resulting in lowered shopping experience. While malls struggle to create a
uniform ambience across its stores and food court zones, flies can cause
serious reputational challenges while putting customers health at risk.

Rodent
Management
Services

Improper handling of food debris in food premises, accumulation of
unused articles, improper storage of goods and structural defects such as
holes escalate rodent problems. False ceilings provide a good harborage
for rodents while damaged false ceiling panels may provide channels for
rodents to travel between a false ceiling and the floor.

Bird
Management
Services

The mere presence of birds can be a cause of audit failures or inspections,
leading to shutdowns and revenue losses. They transmit over 60 diseases
while compromising the air quality and causing serious health and safety
concerns.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Our focus on Science, Technology and Process backed by a customized approach helps us proactively
protect your premise against pest infestation.

India’s First and Only ISO45001
and HACCP Certified
Pest Management Service Provider.

Latest SOPs and Equipments
used due to our
Strategic Tie-up with MNCs.

India’s First and Only Pest
Management Service Provider to
Offer Guarantee on its Services.

Train Technicians with Complete
Knowledge of Chemicals, SOPs
and Applications.

We Use Only Government Approved
Safe and Environment Friendly
Chemicals.

Toll-Free
Number
Available 24*7.

Segment Experts Who Give
Costomized Solutions to
Every Industries.

OUR 5 STAR APPROACH
TOPROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

OUR OFFERINGS

1800 123 407407

sales@urbanjunggle.com

www.urbanjunggle.com

